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Abstract

The development of deep segmentation models for com-
putational pathology (CPath) can help foster the investiga-
tion of interpretable morphological biomarkers. Yet, there
is a major bottleneck in the success of such approaches be-
cause supervised deep learning models require an abun-
dance of accurately labelled data. This issue is exacerbated
in the field of CPath because the generation of detailed an-
notations usually demands the input of a pathologist to be
able to distinguish between different tissue constructs and
nuclei. Manually labelling nuclei may not be a feasible ap-
proach for collecting large-scale annotated datasets, espe-
cially when a single image region can contain thousands of
different cells. However, solely relying on automatic gener-
ation of annotations will limit the accuracy and reliability of
ground truth. Therefore, to help overcome the above chal-
lenges, we propose a multi-stage annotation pipeline to en-
able the collection of large-scale datasets for histology im-
age analysis, with pathologist-in-the-loop refinement steps.
Using this pipeline, we generate the largest known nuclear
instance segmentation and classification dataset, contain-
ing nearly half a million labelled nuclei in H&E stained
colon tissue. We have released the dataset and encourage
the research community to utilise it to drive forward the de-
velopment of downstream cell-based models in CPath.

1. Introduction

Deep learning models have revolutionised the field of
computational pathology (CPath), partly due to their ability

in leveraging the huge amount of image data contained in
multi-gigapixel whole-slide images (WSIs). In particular,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown great
promise and have been successfully applied to various tasks
including cancer screening [3, 5], cancer grading [4, 33]
and cancer type prediction [19, 28]. Yet, utilising CNNs
in an end-to-end manner for slide-level prediction can lead
to poor explainability, due to a high-level of model com-
plexity with limited feature interpretability [36, 22, 23]. Ex-
plainable AI (or XAI) in CPath may be preferable because it
can ensure algorithmic fairness, identify potential bias in the
training data, and ensure that the algorithms perform as ex-
pected [16]. Furthermore, XAI using human-interpretable
features [9] can help uncover novel biomarkers for com-
plex tasks, such as predicting genetic alterations using tis-
sue morphology alone [24].

In order to extract meaningful human-interpretable fea-
tures from the tissue, accurate localisation of clinically-
relevant structures is an important initial step. For exam-
ple, features indicative of nuclear morphology first require
each nucleus to be segmented and can then be directly used
in downstream tasks, such as predicting the cancer grade
[1]. Recently, it has been shown that CNNs achieve state-
of-the-art performance in CPath for segmentation of struc-
tures such as glands [17, 6, 18], nuclei [29, 20, 40], nerves
and blood vessels [12]. However, these deep segmenta-
tion models are very data hungry and consequently need
a large amount of pixel-level annotations to perform well
[35]. This data collection is a major bottleneck in the devel-
opment of deep learning algorithms for segmentation tasks
in CPath because it requires the input of domain experts and
accurately delineating object boundaries is a very time con-
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Figure 1: Overall pipeline to collect annotations for Lizard.

suming procedure. There has been recent progress in the
development of large-scale nuclear instance segmentation
datasets in computational pathology [14, 2], but there exists
a risk that as we increase the amount of data, there becomes
a trade-off with the accuracy of the collected annotations.
Furthermore, quantitative multi-pathologist evaluation be-
comes difficult when there exists hundreds of thousands of
different annotated cells.

Therefore, to tackle the above challenges described
above, in this paper we introduce:

• A multi-stage annotation pipeline to enable the col-
lection of accurate large-scale instance segmentation
datasets.

• The largest instance segmentation and classification
dataset in computational pathology containing nearly
half a million labelled nuclei.

• A novel method to gain accurate quantitative con-
cordance statistics for a representative sample of our
dataset.

Our developed dataset, which we call Lizard1, consists
of histology image regions of colon tissue from six differ-
ent dataset sources at 20×20×20× objective magnification, with
full segmentation annotation for different types of nuclei.
In particular we provide the nuclear class label for epithe-
lial cells, connective tissue cells, lymphocytes, plasma cells,
neutrophils and eosinophils and therefore models trained on
this data may be used to help effectively profile the colonic
tumour micro-environment. We choose to focus on nuclei
from colon tissue to ensure that our dataset contains im-
ages from a wide variety of different normal, inflammatory,

1Download dataset at: https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/cross_
fac/tia/data/lizard
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Dataset Nuclei Labels Organs
CPM-17 [39] 7,570 ✗ Multiple
TNBC [29] 4,056 ✗ Breast
MoNuSeg [27] 21,623 ✗ Multiple
MoNuSAC [37] 46,909 ✓ Multiple
CoNSeP [20] 24,319 ✓ Colon
Colon PanNuke [14] 35,711 ✓ Colon
PanNuke [14] 205,343 ✓ Multiple
NuCLS [2] 222,396 ✓ Breast
Lizard 495,179 ✓ Colon

Table 1: Existing nuclei segmentation datasets.

dysplastic and cancerous conditions in the colon - there-
fore increasing the likelihood of generalisation to unseen
examples. Lizard is generated using a multi-stage approach,
where focus is directed upon the refinement of below satis-
factory automatic and semi-automatic predictions to enable
the collection of large-scale annotated datasets.

2. Related work
2.1. Nuclear segmentation data

Recently, a substantial effort has been spent creating ac-
curately labelled datasets for the development of nuclear
segmentation machine learning algorithms. Initial work fo-
cused on labelling all nuclei as a single category. For exam-
ple, the TNBC dataset [29] consists of triple negative breast
cancer image regions, where nuclear boundaries are fully
labelled. Also, the CPM-17 and MoNuSeg datasets [39, 27]
label all nuclear boundaries of image regions extracted from
multiple tissues within the TCGA database. However, the
above datasets were annotated manually, which limits the
number of nuclei that can be labelled at scale.

2.2. Nuclear segmentation and classification data

The above datasets have been pivotal in enabling the de-
velopment of nuclear segmentation methods in CPath, but
they do not consider the nuclei as separate categories. Ac-
curate prediction of the type of each nucleus is beneficial
because it can subsequently enable profiling of the tumour
micro-environment (TME).

CoNSeP [20] was one of the first open source datasets
to provide the segmentation boundaries of nuclei along
with their associated class labels, enabling the develop-
ment of simultaneous nuclear segmentation and classifica-
tion approaches in CPath, such as HoVer-Net [20]. Sim-
ilarly, MoNuSAC [37] provides the segmentation mask
and class labels for nuclei extracted from TCGA and also
sub-categorises inflammatory cells as either lymphocyte,
neutrophil, eosinophil or macrophage. Therefore models
trained on this dataset may be strong indicators on the sta-

tus of the TME. CoNSeP and MoNuSAC annotations were
generated manually and therefore similar protocols will not
scale for large-scale nuclear segmentation and classification
datasets.

To help overcome the challenge of annotating a large
number of different nuclei, PanNuke [14] employed a semi-
automatic approach with several quality control steps. De-
spite providing a remarkable number of labelled nuclei,
PanNuke relies on semi-automatic generation of nuclear
boundaries and therefore results may be unsatisfactory for
a number of difficult cases. Furthermore, due to the large
number of different tissue types considered, each tissue de-
pendent subset will have significantly fewer nuclei, where
nuclear morphology may be different.

Amgad at al. [2] developed an approach to help speed
up the annotation collection process of nuclei within tissue
regions containing breast cancer. The annotation protocol
leverages the knowledge collected via crowd sourcing to
provide accurately labelled nuclear classes. However, auto-
matic generation of all nuclear boundaries was relied upon,
which may lead to inaccurate annotation for challenging nu-
clei.

A full breakdown of the numbers of nuclei within each
of the mentioned datasets is provided in Table 1. Here, we
observe that Lizard is the largest nuclear instance segmen-
tation dataset, where the label for each individual nucleus is
also provided.

3. The Dataset Generation Pipeline
Our pipeline for collecting accurate nuclei annotations

at scale consists of four steps. First we optimise an auto-
mated segmentation and classification method to annotate
unlabelled nuclei as belonging to either epithelial, inflam-
matory or connective tissue cells. Then, we apply a sequen-
tial boundary refinement strategy, where attention is only
given to nuclei with unsatisfactory results. Next we apply
an automated method to sub-type inflammatory nuclei as
either lymphocyte, plasma, neutrophil or eosinophil and fi-
nally the class labels of all nuclei are verified. During our
entire pipeline, there is significant pathologist interaction to
ensure our final dataset is reliable. An overview of the pro-
posed pipeline can be seen in Figure 1.

In the sections below, we will initially describe the data
sources and then provide further detail into each of the
aforementioned steps.

3.1. Data sources

To generate our final dataset, we considered data from
6 different sources: GlaS [34], CRAG [17], CoNSeP [20],
DigestPath, PanNuke [15] and TCGA [21]. GlaS, CRAG
and CoNSeP contain image regions extracted from whole-
slide images (WSIs) from University Hospitals Coventry
and Warwickshire (UHCW), whereas TCGA contains WSIs
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Figure 2: Example image regions sampled from each of the six data sources.

from multiple centres in the USA. PanNuke contains image
regions originating from both UHCW and TCGA, while Di-
gestPath contains image regions extracted from biopsy sam-
ples from 4 different Chinese hospitals. To develop Lizard,
we sampled colon image regions from the original data
sources at 20× objective magnification (∼0.5µm/pixel).
This resolution was used because it was the maximum
available magnification for the GlaS, CRAG and Digest-
Path datasets. For both CoNSeP and PanNuke, we only
utilised the images and not the associated annotations from
the original datasets to ensure that the same label generation
pipeline was used on all input data. In total, we extracted
291 image regions with an average size of 1,016×917 pix-
els from a large number of different patients. Sample image
regions from each of the used data sources can be seen in
Figure 2.

3.2. Iterative segmentation and classification

As a first step, we leveraged publicly available data and
trained an automated nuclear segmentation and classifica-
tion model to label nuclei in an unannotated target dataset.
In particular, we trained HoVer-Net [20], which is a state-
of-the-art algorithm designed specifically for this purpose,
on the colon subset of the PanNuke dataset [14] and seg-
mented nuclei as either epithelial, inflammatory or belong-
ing to connective tissue. Here, connective tissue cells com-
prise of a broader category containing nuclei from fibrob-
lasts, muscle and endothelial cells. We decided to group
neoplastic and non-neoplastic epithelial nuclei into a sin-
gle category to help ease our downstream class refinement
pipeline.

Our aim was to ensure that our algorithm performed as
well as possible on our target dataset that we wish to label.
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Therefore, with the assistance of two pathologists, we ex-
tracted small image regions of size 512×512 pixels from
our target dataset where the HoVer-Net results were poor
and manually refined the segmentation boundaries and class
predictions. These image regions along with their refined
annotations were then added to the initial training dataset
and the model was retrained. We repeated this procedure
for several steps until we were satisfied with the results.

3.3. Boundary refinement

As the iterative relabelling and retraining of our auto-
matic model was done according to the predictions made by
HoVer-Net, there will still inevitably be nuclei with a poor
segmentation result, especially for challenging cases with
indistinct boundaries. In the second step of our pipeline, we
applied a sequential approach for boundary refinement of
the labelled nuclei. Our philosophy here is that we should
only need to manually trace the object boundaries when au-
tomatic / semi-automatic results are not good enough. Us-
ing this approach, we significantly reduce the number of
nuclei requiring manual annotation, enabling the collection
of accurate annotations at scale.

Semi-automatic refinement: In the first step of bound-
ary refinement, we provided a single point annotation cen-
tred at each nucleus where we observed a poor quality seg-
mentation result. Next, we generated the refined nuclear
boundaries using NuClick [26], which uses each point an-
notation as a guiding signal to achieve a superior segmenta-
tion compared to fully automated methods.

Manual refinement: Despite NuClick easing the refine-
ment process, there will still be imperfections in the results
that we may wish to refine. As a final boundary refinement
step, we manually refined any NuClick results that we be-
lieved should be further improved. Hence, using this strat-
egy we significantly reduced the number of nuclei that re-
quired their entire nuclear boundary to be manually delin-
eated. To speed up the collection of annotations, the manual
refinement step can be skipped, but may come at the cost of
reduced annotation accuracy.

3.4. Iterative inflammatory nuclei sub-typing

Sub-categorisation of inflammatory nuclei may be used
to better profile the tissue micro-environment and enables
further exploration of the link between different types of
inflammatory cells and patient outcome. In recent years, tu-
mour infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) have been shown to be
associated to prognosis [13], yet further downstream analy-
sis of the complex interaction between additional inflamma-
tory cells may provide us with a stronger indicator. There-
fore, we developed an automated model to sub-type the in-
flammatory cells as either lymphocyte, plasma, neutrophil
or eosinophil.

To train our inflammatory cell sub-typing algorithm, we

leveraged 71,112 nuclei from an internal colon dataset at the
University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire (UHCW),
where each nuclear category was given by a team of pathol-
ogists. More specifically, this dataset comprised of 54,850
lymphocytes, 9,821 plasma cells, 3,666 neutrophils and
2,775 eosinophils. We then extended our inflammatory sub-
typing dataset by considering 15,654 lymphocytes and 631
neutrophils from the MoNuSAC [37] dataset. Then, we ex-
tracted an image patch of size 32 × 32 pixels at 20× centred
at each labelled nucleus to form our initial dataset of inflam-
matory nuclei patches.

Using this patch-level dataset, we trained a simple CNN
consisting of 6 convolution layers, 2 max pooling opera-
tions and a fully connected layer to predict the category of
each inflammatory nucleus. We then processed patches cen-
tred at each inflammatory nucleus within our target dataset
to predict the corresponding subtype. Similar to the pro-
cedure explained in Section 3.2, a random sample of miss-
classified nuclei was then extracted from the target dataset,
as directed by pathologists, which was added to the orig-
inal training dataset before retraining. This strategy was
repeated until the results of the inflammatory sub-typing
model performed at a satisfactory level.

3.5. Class refinement

As a final step, we refined the class labels of all nuclei
with the assistance of two pathologists. For this, all of the
images from our target dataset and their corresponding an-
notations were ported into a web-based annotation appli-
cation and class labels were updated via a series of virtual
refinement sessions. A single click was provided within any
nucleus that required its class to be updated with a specified
new class.

4. Dataset Statistics and Baseline Results
4.1. Contrastive learning for representative samples

Inspired by batch testing, we selected a representative
sample from our developed dataset to assess the quality of
the annotations. This was done by ensuring that the level
of disagreement between a single pathologist and our final
dataset labels was no greater than the intra-observer dis-
agreement between multiple pathologists.

To obtain some representative sample nuclei, we first
trained a ResNet-34 network with contrastive learning [7]
with image patches of size 64×64 pixels extracted at the
centre of each nucleus. We used a slightly larger patch size
than that described in Section 3.4 to account for the fact that
epithelial cells are typically larger than inflammatory cells.
Contrastive learning is a recent state-of-the-art strategy that
enables representative image features to be learned in an un-
supervised setting by encouraging two transformed copies
of an image to have similar feature embeddings. To en-
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Figure 3: Nearest neighbours to the features of two query
images using contrastive learning. The bottom row per-
forms a masking operation to the input image, which en-
sures features focus on the central nucleus.

sure that the features learned are indicative of nuclear mor-
phology and not the surrounding information, we applied
a masking operation and only considered pixels within the
immediate neighbourhood of each central nucleus. In par-
ticular, we dilated the binary nuclear mask and multiplied
this with the original image. In Figure 3, we show the near-
est neighbours to the features of a query image (images with
green borders) learned with and without the masking op-
eration. It can be seen from this figure that masking en-
sures that features close together in the feature space have a
similar nuclear appearance. In particular, the images in (a)
all contain a central epithelial cell with a visible nucleolus,
whereas in (b) each patch contains a central epithelial cell
with a relatively homogeneous stain appearance. If masking
is not used, then features relate more to the overall appear-
ance of the image.

After obtaining the features via contrastive learning, we
apply hierarchical agglomerative clustering to each class in-
dependently to obtain 15 clusters per class giving us a total
of 90 different clusters. A similar clustering method was
used by Feng et al. [10], which implies that our clustering
technique may be subsequently used for further fine-grained
sub-typing of the nuclei in our dataset. Then, we select a
random sample of 20 nuclei per cluster to give us an overall
sample size of 1,800.

4.2. Pathologist assessment and concordance

The representative samples generated as described in the
above section were then provided to three different patholo-
gists in a random order as a 96×96 pixel image region with
the nucleus at the centre. The pathologists reported the cat-
egory of each nucleus and subsequently concordance statis-

tics between the pathologists and Lizard were computed.
Specifically, we report the Cohen’s kappa (κ) between all
possible pairs and provide the margin of error correspond-
ing to the 95% confidence interval [11]. These results are
displayed in Table 2, where pathologist A is a consultant
pathologist and pathologists B and C are trainee patholo-
gists. Our representative sample guarantees that there exist
nuclei with a wide variety of morphological appearances
from different classes and therefore the reported concor-
dance statistics provide us with a good indication of the ac-
curacy of the annotated data.

Setting κκκ
Pathologist A vs Pathologist B 0.6207 ± 0.0294
Pathologist A vs Pathologist C 0.6454 ± 0.0279
Pathologist B vs Pathologist C 0.6086 ± 0.0286

Pathologist A vs Lizard 0.6420 ± 0.0278
Pathologist B vs Lizard 0.6373 ± 0.0282
Pathologist C vs Lizard 0.6733 ± 0.0270

Table 2: Concordance between different pathologists and
our generated dataset on a representative sample.

From Table 2, we can see from the kappa scores that
there is substantial agreement [8] in all settings. We also
observe that the concordance between each pathologist and
our dataset is not significantly different to the pathologist
concordance between each other. Therefore, we can be con-
fident that the annotations in Lizard are accurate and the
level of observed disagreement is well justified.

Figure 4: Distribution of categories in the overall dataset.
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DigestPath CRAG GlaS PanNuke CoNSeP TCGA Total
Epithelial 70,789 99,124 31,986 5,575 2,898 34,191 244,563
Lymphocyte 49,932 27,634 9,763 3,592 1,317 9,175 101,413
Plasma 11,352 9,363 2,349 1,465 332 3,605 28,466
Neutrophil 2,262 1,673 90 61 30 708 4,824
Eosinophil 1,349 1,255 286 37 52 625 3,604
Connective 32,826 49,994 10,890 2,248 1,389 14,962 112,309
Total 168,510 189,043 55,364 12,978 6,018 63,266 495,179

Table 3: Summary of the annotations present in the Lizard dataset.

4.3. First order statistics

In Table 3 we display the full breakdown of the num-
ber of labelled nuclei from each dataset source. We can
see from this table that the majority of labelled nuclei
come from the DigestPath and CRAG datasets, whereas the
fewest labelled nuclei come from the CoNSeP dataset. It
is important to note that we do not use all of the the origi-
nal images along with their corresponding annotations from
PanNuke and CoNSeP and therefore numbers do not nec-
essarily align with the original datasets. In addition, we
highlight the distribution of nuclei counts in Figure 4 for
each data source used in our generated dataset. Here, we
can see that a similar distribution of nuclei types are present
across the different data sources, which is to be expected be-
cause it reflects how often these nuclei appear in the tissue.
For example, there are significantly fewer eosinophils and
neutrophils in our dataset because they are found mainly in
acute infective or inflammatory conditions, presenting his-
tologically as cryptitis or crypt abscess.

4.4. Baseline Segmentation Results

4.4.1 Experimental setup

To enable the comparison of different methods trained on
Lizard, we report the results of some baseline experiments.
For this, we split the dataset into 3 folds so that cross val-
idation can be performed and the corresponding evaluation
statistics computed. The final reported values are the aver-
age results across the 3 folds. These splits are provided with
the release of Lizard to enable researchers to reproduce our
experiments and compare results of new methods. When
generating the folds, we ensure that the data is divided in a
patient-wise manner. In addition, we use the TCGA part of
Lizard as an external test set and report the average of the
results processed with each fold-dependent model.

In particular, we train U-Net [32], Micro-Net [31] and
HoVer-Net[20] on each fold. U-Net is a widely used
network for biomedical image segmentation and therefore
serves as a strong performance benchmark for this purpose.
Micro-Net is a model specifically developed for segmen-
tation tasks in computational pathology, where it was origi-

nally applied to the tasks of gland and nuclear segmentation.
For both U-Net and Micro-Net we add an extra 1×1 convo-
lution at the output of each network to additionally enable
the classification of different nuclear types. HoVer-Net is
a state-of-the-art model for simultaneous nuclear segmenta-
tion and classification that has been shown to perform well
across a large range of datasets [20, 14, 37]. It is impor-
tant to note that previous post processing techniques were
adapted in line with the resolution of this dataset.

To quantify the performance of each model, we use the
following three metrics: i) binary Dice score to measure
the separation of all nuclei from the background; ii) binary
panoptic quality and iii) multi-class panoptic quality. Origi-
nally proposed by [25] and advocated by Graham et al. [20],
panoptic quality (PQ) for nuclear instance segmentation is
defined as:

PQ =
|TP |

|TP |+ 1
2
|FP |+ 1

2
|FN |︸ ︷︷ ︸

Detection Quality(DQ)

×
∑

(x,y)∈TP IoU(x, y)

|TP |︸ ︷︷ ︸
Segmentation Quality(SQ)

(1)
where x denotes the ground truth mask, y denotes the seg-
mentation mask and IoU denotes intersection over union.
Each (x,y) pair is mathematically proven to be unique [25]
over the entire set of prediction and GT segments if their
IoU(x,y) > 0.5. The unique matching splits all available
segments into matched pairs (TP), unmatched GT segments
(FN) and unmatched prediction segments (FP) and the PQ
can be subsequently computed. Binary PQ assumes all nu-
clei belong to the same class, whereas for multi-class PQ,
the score is computed for each class independently and the
results averaged to provide us with a unified measure of in-
stance segmentation and classification.

4.4.2 Baseline results

We observe from Table 4 that HoVer-Net achives the best
performance for both cross validation and on the exter-
nal test set by a significant margin. Therefore, particu-
larly HoVer-Net serves as a strong performance baseline
on this dataset and may potentially be used in downstream
cell-based analysis pipelines. Despite using a slightly
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Cross Validation External Test
Binary Dice Binary PQ Multi PQ Binary Dice Binary PQ Multi PQ

U-Net [32] 0.735 ± 0.028 0.515 ± 0.033 0.265 ± 0.013 0.612 ± 0.087 0.390 ± 0.064 0.212 ± 0.028
Micro-Net [31] 0.786 ± 0.004 0.522 ± 0.015 0.264 ± 0.012 0.735 ± 0.017 0.484 ± 0.019 0.244 ± 0.016
HoVer-Net [20] 0.828 ± 0.008 0.624 ± 0.013 0.396 ± 0.022 0.801 ± 0.023 0.582 ± 0.021 0.353 ± 0.009

Table 4: Comparative results for each of the baseline models used in our experiments.

ca d

Epithelial Lymphocyte Plasma Neutrophil Eosinophil Connective

b

Figure 5: Whole-slide image processed with HoVer-Net. (a) low resolution WSI, (b) low resolution segmentation results, (c)
and (d) high resolution segmentation results.

lower resolution than recent nuclear segmentation datasets
[14, 20, 38], our results are competitive, which implies that
20× may be sufficient for nuclear instance and segmenta-
tion and classification tasks. As well as reporting quantita-
tive metrics, we display the visual segmentation and clas-
sification results of a whole-slide image that has been pro-
cessed with HoVer-Net and trained on Lizard in Figure 5.
The sample whole-slide image that we utilise in this fig-
ure is from a different source that has not been used during
training the model.

5. Conclusions and future directions
In this paper, we introduced the largest known available

dataset for nuclear instance segmentation and classification
in computational pathology, named Lizard, consisting of
nearly half a million annotated nuclei with their associated
class labels. Our dataset focusses on colon tissue to ensure
that we utilise images from a wide variety of colonic condi-
tions and increase the chance of generalisation to unseen ex-
amples. Lizard was generated using a multi-stage pipeline
with significant pathologist-in-the-loop refinement steps to
enable the collection of accurate annotations at scale. As
well as validation of the annotations during dataset genera-
tion, we apply a novel sampling method to enable the calcu-
lation of concordance measures on a representative sample

of the dataset. Furthermore, as part of this work we provide
several performance benchmarks to encourage researchers
to test their own developed models on our dataset. By mak-
ing Lizard available, we hope that it will enable the develop-
ment of accurate and interpretable downstream models for
the computational analysis of H&E stained colon tissue.

In future work, we wish to expand Lizard and potentially
increase the number of considered nuclear types, includ-
ing macrophages and different epithelial subtypes. In addi-
tion, signet ring cells are of particular interest, due to poor
prognosis of patients with signet ring cell carcinoma [30].
Despite epithelial cells displaying varying appearance be-
tween different tissues, inflammatory cells will appear sim-
ilar and therefore Lizard may potentially be further used in
non-colonic CPath applications. Next, we wish to utilise the
output of HoVer-Net trained on Lizard to develop cell-based
models to predict clinical outcome.
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